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Reflective Essay

Petra Banks 
Fickett Project

When I was assigned to transcribe the Fred W. Fickett journal as part of a 
research project 1 was excited at what the project might bring. Little did 1 know that 
it would take me on a journey of Alaskan history and the surprising and interesting 
collection of documents relating to it.

The process of transcribing Fickett's journal was both exciting and 
frustrating. Each page brought new discoveries and new complications. Fickett’s 
struggles along the way, his descriptions of the horrible things they were forced to 
eat as their stocks grew thinner and thinner, the difficulty travelling through slushy 
snow and cold, all were little windows into the past. 1 grew to like Fickett, his 
descriptions of the horrible food almost had a sense of a badge of honor, a brag 
about how bad things got.

Not all elements of the journal were windows into the past. When the words 
were obscured or Fickett’s handwriting became illegible I would sit alone in my 
room and m utter my frustrations and irritations to Fickett and the journal. His 
misspellings, although indicative of a time when the spellings of words was more 
fluid, provided me with some amusement along the way.

Perhaps the most frustrating portion of the process was the transcribing of 
his sun observations. They in and of themselves entailed complications with trying 
to recreate his tables, but they were made worse when he had crossed them out and 
rewritten new numbers next to the old ones. 1 had some things to say to Fickett 
about that as well.

When it came to w rite the paper, 1 first began comparing the two primary 
sources of the journey. Lt. Henry Allen’s report on the 1885 expedition was integral 
to my research because it provided me with an anchor for what Fickett was 
describing. By comparing the two I was able to discover facts about the trip that are 
glossed over in one, but written in detail in another, and it provided me with a fun 
way to see what each man felt it important to record along the way. One of my most 
intriguing discoveries was that there seemed to be some suggestion of tension 
between Fickett and Allen, which was not really enough to confirm solidly, but 
certainly gave me an impression of some conflict.

My research extended outward to the ARL1S and the Consortium library, 
where I looked for information regarding previous expeditions to see where people 
had explored prior to Allen and Fickett, and what was said about the trips. There 
were a number of trips that I found interesting, and that Fickett and Allen had found 
interesting too. 1 enjoyed finding references to the books 1 was looking at in Fickett 
and Allen’s journals, and finding references to Fickett and Allen in reports written 
around the same time.

1 looked also into journals and websites, where I found old Science articles 
regarding the trip and their discoveries. These articles were interesting insights 
into what the scientific and lay scientific community found interesting about Alaska. 
Some of them were written by Allen himself and mirrored what he had put in his 
report. This is also where I discovered most of the articles that reference the
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expedition, and Allen’s report in particular. Despite all my research I never found a 
book or journal that cited Fickett. Although some made mention of the existence of 
the journal, w hether it was read or not remains unclear.

My path wrapped full circle, and I found myself again looking into the 
archives, and discovered that the journal that I was working from and that 1 had 
transcribed, turned out to be a transcription written by Fickett shortly after he 
finished his trip from the notes he took along the way. In researching further, I 
found the original journals he took, and in reading these, 1 discovered that my 
earlier impressions of tension between Allen and Fickett was, if not confirmed, at 
least reinforced by additional comments that did not make the transcription 1 had 
worked from.

The archives had more secrets to reveal. I had found an entry regarding a 
handkerchief that had been used as a flag, and in researching the archives I found 
the handkerchief. In my head, as I read the journal, the handkerchief I pictured was 
a white silk handkerchief, so 1 was surprised to see a brightly colored handkerchief, 
still tied to the stick which had made it into a flag. It was a real connection with 
history to see this artifact. Although a great deal has happened in Alaska in the past 
150 years, so much so that Fickett would barely recognize the places he traveled, I 
can look at a handkerchief that was carried by the first Euro-Americans to travel to 
the head of the Copper River.

I found this a truly inspiring project. It is the first project where I have felt a 
part of the research community. Most papers involve research previously done, 
primarily, but between being the first one to transcribe this journal and writing a 
comparison between Fickett and Allen's observations, something which I cannot 
find reference to anywhere else, 1 feel like I have had a small opportunity to 
contribute meaningfully to the knowledge of Alaskan history. It has been a very 
exciting experience, and 1 only hope that my efforts will prove to be worthwhile for 
further research.
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The 1885 expedition into the interior of Alaska opened new frontiers for Alaska settlement and offered 

new. more detailed insight into the Native cultures of the regions. Through the near superhuman 

efforts of these explorers, a new frontier opened up. In the past Lt. Henry Allen's military report has 

provided most of the resources for the topic, however, the 1885 journal of Fred W. Fickett, curated in 

the Archives and Special Collections Department at the University of Alaska Anchorage's Consortium 

Library, is an invaluable, if understudied, record of a late nineteenth-century American military 

expedition into the Alaskan interior. The 1885 Expedition of the Copper, Tanana and Koyukuk rivers 

was a turning point in American-Alaskan history; "for the first time since Europeans had come to 

Alaska there was a known overland route from the Gulf of Alaska to the upper Yukon River" (Hanable 

1982: 47). Report o f An Expedition to the Copper, Tanana, and Koyukuk Rivers (1887). written by the 

head of the expedition, Lt. Henry Allen, was essential for further exploration of the Copper River and 

continues to be an invaluable resource for researchers of contact-era Native culture and lifeways. While 

Allen's report has been cited frequently, due to the unpublished state of Fickett's journal it has rarely 

been used as a resource. Its value was well known to Allen, however, in order to compile his report. 

Allen drew upon Fickett's observations, using some sections verbatim. Allen offered considerable 

information about the flora, fauna, topography, and people encountered, but his report also remains 

generalized in places, at times bordering upon a third person description of events. Ambiguities exist as 

to when some events occurred and the days that it took for expedition members to move from location 

to location. It is in this area where Fickett's journal entries most obviously supplement the official 

narrative. At times, Fickett's account provides more detailed and locally situated information as to the 

daily conditions of the men, the weather and the land. Moreover, the expedition's encounters with 

Alaska Native groups, as reported through Fickett's eyes, provide descendant communities,
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anthropologists, and historians with another lens into late-nineteenth century ways of life and the 

circumstances surrounding culture contact in the post-Russian era. The journal transcribed as part of 

this project was a transcription written by Fickett from the notes he took on the trail. The original 

notes are written in two small journals both roughly four by six inches, one of which appears to be 

Allen's bank book, while Fickett's transcription is written in a larger leather bound book at roughly six 

by eight inches. In comparing the two journals, the transcribed journal stays fairly true to the original. 

The transcription may have provided Fickett with a means of enhancing his journal by adding in 

experiences and events that may have taken up too much space in the journal or that he may have been 

too tired or sick to include while on the trail. Regardless of the differences, the journal stays true to 

reporting events as they happened. In this way, Fickett's account, more than Allen's, conveys a sense of 

the fear and difficulties faced by the expedition, and the relief contained when events turned out well. 

The stronger emotional content of the journal highlights relationships between the men as well. From 

this it becomes clear that Fickett's journal has value taken as a document on its own merits, but even 

more so when read in tandem with Allen's account.

This paper draws upon a page-for-page transcription of the text (conducted as pan of the 

semester project) that noted the events he described along with the differences in spellings, use of 

underlining, marginalia, and even changes in pen color (figure 1). Attention to such details may strike 

one as being unnecessarily precise, yet this paper highlights how these small additions improve and 

deepen interpretations about the expedition and Fickett's altitudes. This paper concentrates upon two, 

not mutually exclusive aspects of Fickett's account: 1) Alaska Native encounters, and 2) the social 

dynamics occurring among the expedition members. Here. Fickett's word choices, side notes, and other 

markings offer a textual nuance that renders the account more complex and ultimately heightens the 

value of the Fickett diary as an historical document.
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The 1885 Expedition

In March 1885 Lieutenant Henry T. Allen, Private Fred W. Fickett and Sergeant Cady Robertson 

initiated an ascent of Copper River with instructions to venture into the un-surveyed Alaska interior. 

They were accompanied by Peter Johnson (who intended to meet fellow prospector. John Bremner, 

farther upriver), and by a number of Eyak Natives who Lt. Allen had enlisted as guides. Five months 

later, the party's arrival at St. Micheals concluded the first successful non-Native expedition to explore 

the Upper Copper River, the Upper Tanana and the Koyukuk River (Figure 2), a total distance of 1500 

miles (King 2004: 3). The value of the success of the expedition was recognized immediately by 

explorers and naturalists alike. C. Willard Hayes who accompanied Frederick Sclnvatka, on an 

expedition of the Copper River in 1891, stated that the account of Lt. Allen's trip "contains practically 

all the available information concerning Copper River" (Hayes 1898: 128). Morgan B. Sherwood in 

his book Explorations of Alaska 1865-1900 describes the Allen expedition as "an incredible 

achievement that deserves to be ranked with the great explorations of North America" (Sherwood 

1965: 115). Science magazine published multiple articles both about the expedition itself and articles 

on ruminants and geology written by Allen based on the expedition (Allen 1886a, 1886b, Science 

1885a, 1885b. 1886). As historians and Allen himself noted, the success of the ascent of the Copper 

River was not without prior attempts by explorers (Allen 1887: 22; Sullivan 1985:9). Russian explorers 

spearheaded several endeavors to reconnoiter the Copper River in the early-to-mid nineteenth century, 

but at least three expeditions were reportedly massacred. Rufus Sereberinikoff led the last Russian 

attempt in 1847. and had made it possibly as far as the Alaska Range (a distance of roughly 250 miles)
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before perishing (Sullivan 1985:9). Missionaries and civilians had also penetrated into the Alaskan 

interior (indeed Allen's expedition found signs of missionary work in many places), and the mention of 

John Bremner intimates that the Copper River region had already sparked the attention of a few 

prospectors well before the Alaska gold stampedes.

The genesis of Lt. Allen's expedition derived ultimately as a consequence of the purchase of the 

Russian-held Alaska territory7 by the United States in 1867. Following its transfer, the U.S. government 

initiated a series of military expeditions to conduct a political and economic reconnaissance of the 

largely unmapped interior. In 1869, Captain Charles W. Raymond explored the Yukon River from its 

mouth to Fort Yukon, where he shut down a Russian trading post and raised the American flag over the 

fort (Raymond 1871: 16)—an action repeated at several other Russian stations (King n.d.). In 1881. 

Lieutenant Frederick Schwatka (Schwatka 1898) scaled the Chilkoot Pass and floated the entire length 

of the Yukon and within two decades his path was repeated thousands of times by stampeders to the 

gold strikes. The most immediate impetus behind Allen's exploration of the Copper River derived, 

however, from the failure of Lieutenant W. R. Abercrombie to ascend the river in 1884. Lt. 

Abercrombie had been forced to abort the expedition due to a shortage of food supplies, and had 

recommended an expedition resent in the spring (Allen 1887: 23).

All told. Lt. Allen's party was far from being the first European or Euro-American expedition to 

venture into the Copper River region, but the expedition was nevertheless the first to record their 

passage in detail. For interested parties at the time, as for people today, Fickett's journal and Allen's 

report provide an important perspective into both the cultural landscape of the Copper River area and 

the attitudes of the expedition party. Lt. Allen's report nevertheless has remained the main primary' 

source for all research regarding the Allen Expedition (Hanable 1982. King 2004, Pratt 1998, 

Sherwood 1965, Simeone 2006, Vanstone 1981). While Fickett's journal remains an invaluable



resource to supplement the Allen report, the journal is not as frequently consulted because it is less 

immediately accessible. A photocopy of the journal exists as a PDF, but the images tend to white out 

the subtleties of the pen. which decreases ability to interpret Fickett's handwriting (which at times is 

illegible). This paper is the culmination of a project to carefully transcribe Fickett's journal, typing 

spellings exactly as penned, and noting points of emphasis, such as underlining and margin notes.

Fickett and Allen's accounts are written in different ways for different reasons. While Allen's 

report was compiled after the trip w^s complete, Fickett's journal is a transcription of his daily notes 

taken in shorthand along the trail. Allen is writing an official report, while Fickett took quick notes 

to document events each day. The documents clearly reflect these differences of purpose. Allen's 

report provides an overarching view of events and locations, interpreted after some reflection. 

Reading Allen's account, one gets the sense of looking at a map as he describes events, landscape, 

flora and fauna, and the people and cultures they encounter, and an effort to provide synthesis.

Thus, Allen's descriptions of the native people and their activities notes that "[in Nicolai’s village] 

the sewing is work allotted to the women, but an art in which the men are proficient. It would not be 

considered disgraceful for a man to sew, provided no woman is present" (Ibid.: 55). Allen further 

describes the regions and the people by supplementing his report with appendices regarding Native 

groups and their cultures, animals, geological formations, and even a meteorology section written by 

Fickett.

Fickett's journal, by contrast, is written on the ground, as things happen. Fickett was 

responsible for recording the measurements taken along the trail: temperature, barometer, latitude 

and longitude and the weather. However, his entries extend beyond simple tabulations of numbers, 

for he also records his impressions of the people they meet, the scenery’ and challenges faced. Unlike 

the official expedition report. Fickett's entries include no foretelling of events to come, and the



uncertainty of his situation bleeds through. Among the most valuable insights provided by his diary 

are notes on interactions between expedition members and Alaska Native peoples and his comments 

on the daily journey that provides sharper focus into the both the hardships and interpersonal 

dynamics in play. Additionally the interplay between Fickett’s original journal, taken along the trail, 

and the journal which is a transcription of the original, provides additional insight into the stress of 

life on the trail.

Attitudes Towards Alaska Natives

One of the primary focuses of Lt. Allen's mission was to evaluate the strength and military might of the 

Native cultures he encountered. His orders indicate the intentions of the military at the time. They 

begin with emphasizing a clear evaluation of the strength and military might of the Native cultures and 

the ability to sustain military animals on native grasses. However, they also emphasized strongly; "In 

no case will you move in any section of the country where you cannot go without provoking hostilities 

or inciting the natives to resistance. You are not authorized to exercise any control of affairs in that 

territory'." (Allen 1887:11) While clearly wanting a reconnaissance, the U.S. government also wanted 

to avoid any confrontation at this point; not wanting to incite any violence until they were prepared to 

respond to it. The descriptions of Natives in the narrative of Allen's report and in an appendix detailing 

Native life and culture have been invaluable for many researchers of contact-era Native culture. 

Whether the report is used to ascertain traditional Athapaskan clothing (Vanstone 1981), tracing the 

time of contact for the Kovukon (Clark and Clark 1974), or the hunting techniques of Natives (Simeone 

2006). the expedition continues to be a resource for Native cultural study.
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Allen and Fickett spend a great deal of time describing cultures they pass by, writing page after 

page describing the house or the method of eating, however, they spend very little time discussing the 

men who accompanied them along the way. In order to succeed in the 1885 ascension of the Copper 

River and subsequent explorations Allen hired Native Alaskans to assist them. These men typically did 

not wish to stray too far from familiar regions, so Allen was constantly hiring or coercing new Native 

guides, translators and laborers, giving Allen and Fickett an ideal circumstance to research Native 

culture. However, the Native Alaskans who accompany them are mostly ignored in the report and 

journal. Fickett mentions their arrival into the party, and occasionally their departure, but most entries 

are merely tallies of the party, "5 white men, 3 Indians and 3 dogs" (Fickett 1885c: 38) on May 31 and. 

two days later, "5 white men and 8 Indians" (Ibid.: 39). There is no consistent explanation or 

description of who comes and goes, but clearly there are new people present. Despite being mostly 

rendered invisible in the diary, the Native guides seem to have strongly impacted the success of the 

expedition. The revolving door of Native members of the party meant that for almost every’ village 

they visited there was someone in the party who was familiar with local traditions and customs, and 

could ease the way for the expedition. Such connections became especially critical when the expedition 

fell short of rations, which Fickett's diary suggests occurred early. Indeed, the diary reads largely as a 

move from one village to another, in which exchanges at each village secured food for the party, and a 

guide or directions to the next village. In this way, it is not overstating the case to infer that Native 

guides played a pivotal role in securing the expedition's success. These men were not only excellent 

potential sources of Native culture and knowledge, their presence and knowledge of the region and 

other Native cultures also may have been integral to keeping the expedition from being attacked as they 

moved through different cultural regions.

While most of the men w'ho accompanied them remained unmentioned, Chief Nicolai stands



as a notable exception for both Fickett and Allen. Nicolai was the chief trader among the Native 

peoples of the region, running the trade post of Tara I situated at the confluence of the Copper and 

Chitina Rivers. 1 le accompanied them from his village on the Chitina down to Taral. Fickett 

described Chief Nicolai as "a small active middle aged man, rather pleasant and intelligent looking" 

(Ibid.: 19-20). Fickett reported hunting alone with Nicolai a few times, and spending time with him 

when they were not working as well; "I went for a stroll with N.[icolai] during AM. Got some red 

berries and had a pleasant time"(Ibid.: 22). The way Fickett talks about Nicolai differs from the way 

he talks about other Natives—in part because he identifies Nicolai by name (or letter abbreviation). 

Thus, Fickett mentions embarking "for Terreld[Taral] in Bidarar with N.[icolai] and one Indian," 

(Ibid.: 24). On April 26, near Nicolai's village on the Chitina, Fickett and Nicolai and "two other 

Indians" go on a hunting trip separate from the group. Caught by the weather and night, they spent 

the night under a cliff (maybe a cleft). Fickett describes the occasion: "Had no extra clothing with us 

and when we lay down ... kneedless to say 1 got as close to N. as possible" (Ibid.: 23). Allen's 

interactions with Nicolai appear to have been more complex, perhaps because other members of 

Allen's party respected Nicolai's direction. Allen describes one such encounter; "Nicolai was loath 

to start...declaring that a tyone should not be ordered.’" Allen goes on to describe Nicolai taking 

charge, "our aristocratic companion, to his great pride, acted as captain of the crew and gave all 

directions" (Allen 1887: 55). Still, Allen praises Nicolai as an "experienced captain," and mentions 

that the lessons in steering from Nicolai were invaluable to running rapids in the Tanana (Ibid.: 56).

The few remarks made on Fickett and Allen's other Native guides tend to be less positive.

On June 12, on the Upper Tanana, Fickett reported a tense altercation with one of the Native guides 

who Fickett suspected had stolen a thermometer. Fickett rummaged through the man’s personal 

belongings and, when he continued over the man's objections, Fickett noted "he took an ax at me.



Considerable excitement for a fiew minutes" (Fickett 1885c: 50). Allen does not describe the events 

as they happen, but says, "These incidents came near being the cause of serious trouble. I knew well 

enough that the manifestation of any fear would place us completely in the power of the natives, to 

treat us as they should see fit...we barely averted a struggle" (Allen 1887: 75). As is typical of the 

two documents, Fickett's description gives an impression of the immediate danger, but he seems 

rather oblivious to the larger ramifications that Allen can see. Having both descriptions gives the 

researcher both an indication of the dramatic events, and the razor edge Allen felt they were walking 

in unknown territory. It also emphasizes the relationship between the military men and the Native 

men accompanying them. This relationship is reflective of the colonial attitudes of the time, 

something often seen in the Fickett diary and Allen's report.

The colonial attitudes of the time are found in both documents, although Fickett seems to 

have had something akin to friendship with Nicolai, he typically knew next to nothing about the 

Native men accompanying them. Allen shows greater attention in these matters, mentioning more 

names than Fickett and sometimes noting familial connections. On June 4, as they leave the Copper 

River and start ascending the Alaska Range, Allen describes a man named Wahnie, who had been 

with them since the beginning of the trip, weeping when he leaves them (Allen 1885:68). F ickett 

describes the same scene with a different spelling of the man's name, saying the "boy" seemed to feel 

bad (Fickett 1885c: 41).

Fickett's writings reflect the parlance of the time, describing a man seen on a beach as a 

'buck' (Ibid.: 59) and another, in Nuklukyet. as a "Russian half-breed" (Ibid.: 62). The terms suggest 

a social distancing, even though Fickett describes the man in Nuklukyet as a "very pleasant young 

fellow" (Ibid.: 62). Stronger indications of cultural biases are nevertheless present. Lt. Allen placed 

a caveat on any information given by a Native Alaskan, stating "Their conclusions from concomitant



circumstances are so much at variance with those naturally reached by an educated mind that no 

confidence can be placed in them" (Allen 1887:33). Fickett like wise prefaced an account of a 

shaman's healing ceremony with "Poor Indians ["poor" possibly referring to those stricken by 

illness], it seems a question, sometimes whether to give them our pi tty or our contempt" (Fickett 

1885c: 65). Such phrasing highlights the need to consider all seemingly objective accounts as written 

through a cultural lens.

Among the more intriguing aspects of Allen's and Fickett's accounts are comments pointing 

to the extent of prior Euro-American contact throughout the region. Fickett and Allen encountered 

many villages with evidence of Euro-American influence, including the results of missionary work. 

They noted the presence of Russian and Catholic crosses marking graves, even in places where it 

was thought Euro-Americans had never been (Ibid.: 31.42, 50). Allen reported signs of missionary 

work in an upper Tanana village w'here some boys "to their great pride and our surprise, repeated 

with various degrees of accuracy, the letters of the alphabet" (Allen 1887: 75). Guns and other 

technologies, were found as well, and a reminder of the military nature of the reconnaissance is 

Fickett's mention of a village equipped with good guns, specifying they carried imported laminated 

steel Bumsett's (probably Burnsides) and plenty of powder (Fickett 1885c: 47). Firearms indeed had 

wide circulation, being incorporated into a general mode of greeting in which parties exchanged 

gunfire to indicate friendly intentions, as well as a means for summoning villagers (Allen 1887: 53).

Chief Nicolai himself is also representative of the degree of contact with Europeans. In 

addition to having a Russian name, Nicolai was well acquainted w'ith the dynamics of Russian and 

Euro-American culture. The good impression he leaves on Fickett and Allen is no doubt in part due 

to his understanding of their culture as well as his own natural charisma. He not only was influential 

with this expedition but was well acquainted with many that came after as well. Kenneth L. Pratt,



who cites Allen extensively in his article on the Copper River in Nicolai's time, mentions that
12

Nicolai's impression on Euro-Americans could be seen in the abundance of'Nicolai' place names in 

the region, stating: "honorific place names established by Whites since 1867 are rarely based on 

individual Alaska Natives" (Pratt 1998: 91). Nicolai’s political astuteness is evident in the accounts 

of the Allen expedition in that he encouraged Allen to write back to his commanding officers when 

leaving Taral so that everyone would know that if the Allen expedition perished it was not at his 

people's hand, Fickett noting "he [Nicolai] asked Allen to write back so that if we were killed it 

would not be laid to the menusky's" (Fickett 1885c: 53). Nicolai's political tact indicates that 

indigenous "conclusions from concomitant circumstances" were not "so much at variance w'ith those 

naturally reached by an educated mind," as Allen had so confidently concluded.

Hardships and Dissensions

Fickett's descriptions are not detailed in all matters, but his diary' nevertheless includes a range of 

information not included in the expedition's official report. Allen's account mentions hardship, but 

statements like "Our labors were severe thus far" (Allen 1887: 44) clearly leave considerable leeway 

for interpretation. With Fickett, one attains a far more palpable sense of the desperation. Fickett has no 

qualms in describing the raw details of the trip, particularly in regards to some of the more distasteful 

things they ate when they exhausted their food supplies. Nearly every entry mentions food in some 

form or another—a not unusual obsession in many treks. Fickett's journal shows keen attention to 

diminishing quantities, noting, for instance, the small amount of food they had to carry a pack on, and 

regularly mentioning that so many meals were "straight" (unseasoned). Indeed, the topic of food
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generally inspired Fickett to break from the usual staccato reporting of observations on temperatures 

and climate. Thus, he mentions on one occasion that "Our breakfast consisted of half a pint of damp 

and mouldy rice and a little over half a pint of flour bumps scraped from the inside of the sack. This 

was boiled together and divided among 5 white men and S Indians" (Fickett 1885c: 39). The entry for 

the day goes on to mention dividing two rabbits between the crew and the dogs, eating moose meat and 

salmon, but comparatively little else: he learned that the Copper River originated from a glacier 75 to 

100 miles distant, and notes that they forded the Copper River which was "cold and swift." Diary 

entries report how a gnawing hunger led to more desperate choices. On May 20, near the headwaters of 

the Copper River, Fickett notes "One of our dogs found a dead goose, we took it from him and ate it" 

(Ibid.: 34), later entries report eating worm-ridden meat and rotten salmon.

It is not surprising, then, that it is through Fickett's discussions of food that we also gain 

some insight into the social dynamics of the expedition. Fickett's entries during the first few months 

of the expedition suggest measures of short-lived friction between Allen's and Fickett's personalities. 

The first indication occurs early along the Copper River, with Fickett noting "Allen said soda could 

be used on meat instead of salt, and intimated that I was hard to please because I prefered mine 

straight" (Ibid.: 18). Fickett later notes seeing several Tebay (sheep), and. more pointedly that 

"Robinson and I wanted to shoot one but Allen didn't want to spare the time" (Ibid.: 42-3)—a passing 

statement that gains greater significance since they were short of rations. On May 21st, roughly two 

months into the expedition, there is more significant evidence of tension between the two men. In 

Fickett's journal notes from the trail, he describes a discussion with Allen over plants grown in cold 

weather wherein he maintains that certain plants could be grown in Alaska such as potatoes, turnips 

and barley, while Allen maintains that it is impossible. This difference of opinion may well explain 

Fickett's underlining of an observation later in the journal that a trader in Nuklukyet "has raised



turnips weighting] 61bs. also unions, potatoes +ct.[etc.]" (Fickett 1885c: 70). The underlining here 

suggests a subtle crow of victor)'. Although Picket! is satisfied to be proved right later in the trip, at 

the time, according to Fickett, Allen "thought that was where in 1 display'd my ignoranze + 

suggested oranges + other tropical fruit” (Fickett 1885a: 25)—either they had reached a level of 

camraderie where teasing each other was part of their relationship, or there was some frustration 

being vented into the journal. "To be looked up” is emphatically written following the description 

(Ibid.: 26). On the same day as their discussion, Fickett also writes of Allen telling Robertson that 

whales were fish and not animals (presumably meaning mammals). In the transcription Fickett 

makes of his journal there is slight mention of the conversation, but none of the information about 

whales and the tropical fruits is included, possibly deliberately left out, which indicates that this 

event may be a more negative experience and not a good-natured friendly ribbing.

It is difficult to judge the extent that these differences developed into more lasting tensions. 

Outside of food, Fickett mentions a few ideas that he and other members of the party come up with 

which are shot down; "... was intending to Take some pictures, but Allen wouldn't wait" (Ibid.: 32), 

"wanted to [take an observation] in morning ... but Allen would not wait" (Ibid.: 39), 

"Robinson[Robertson] asked Allen to remain in camp today ... He first refused and then decided to 

remain till noon" (Ibid.: 41). Comments in this vein nevertheless diminish around the time the 

expedition reached the Tanana. Whether this is because Allen changed his leadership style, gained 

Fickett's respect in some way, asked Fickett to remove further remarks, or because they by now 

forged more of a collective identity as an "expedition" is unclear. A change in the frequency of 

Fickett's references from "Allen" to "Lt. Allen" near the end of the expedition could signal gained 

respect or a widened social distance. An occasion that may have resulted in more mutual respect 

between the two men occurred when crossing the pass from the Copper River Valley to the Tanana



Valley in the middle of a clear Alaskan summer night. While the rest of the crew prepared some 

broth, Fickett noted "Allen and 1 remained seated viewing that beautiful stretch of country spread out 

before us" (Ibid.: 45). The moment is significant to both of them, but perhaps for different reasons. 

Allen also remembers the night and the beauty of the country, but excludes Fickett's presence, noting 

only that with "white and yellow buttercups around me and snow within a few feet, I sat proud of the 

grand sight which no visitor save an Atnatana or Tananatana had ever seen" (Allen 1887: 73).

Fickett's final comment describing a possible tension between the two men takes place about 

a month after their shared mountain experience. Allen is taking a reading and Fickett observes him 

nodding off, and provides an alternate reading that he made immediately after as a check on Allen 

(Fickett 1885c: 59), Fickett's original journal includes "He feels positive though that he is right" 

(Fickett 1885a: 9).

Fickett's diary describes other occasions that Allen probably did not detail in the official 

report, either to maintain narrative focus on descriptions of the country, or possibly to avoid minor 

embarrassment. Fickett describes a day in late May where they arc starved and tired; "Allen gave out 

about middle of PM. and we went into camp. Whole party about played out" (Fickett 1885c: 37). 

Although potentially another example of a tension between Allen and Fickett (possibly reinforced by 

a note written in the margin "Allen played out") the addition of "Whole party about played out" 

seems to indicate more of a sense of relief at stopping rather than resentment towards a superior.

Conditions on the expedition only got worse. Shortly after crossing the pass that leads to the 

Tanana, Allen lay down on the ground and told the party to go on without him. They did, arriving at 

a village by nightfall, wherein they sent people of the village to take food back to Allen and 

Robertson who remained with him. According to Fickett, the they were all so exhausted that John 

"went to sleep several times over his Mutten and Tallow" (Ibid.: 47). Allen's report describes the



party as being exhausted and "that the slowest progress was barely possible." (Allen 1887: 74), 

noting that a chorus of guns heralded their arrival into the village.

Fickett's journal also becomes a useful document given that the most trying part of the 

expedition evidently occurred when Allen and Fickett separated after reaching Nuklukyet on June 

26th. The party had expected to find a trading post well stocked with food, but the steamboat had not 

yet arrived. Lt. Allen decides to continue on with a couple of Native men down to Nulato to meet 

the steamer, but Bremner, Robertson, Fickett and Johnson remained behind. It is in this section that 

Fickett's descriptions illustrate the harshness of this expedition. For a week or so after arriving at 

Nuklukyet the party had been surviving on fish and "machine oil," but they ran out of the oil and 

slowly got weaker by the day. "How I would like to have some bread," is recorded on July 16 and, 

two days later. "1 am getting so weak I don't know what to do with myself... Robinson looks more 

like a dead man than anything else." For nearly a week more the entries remain terse, expanding only 

when they have a steady supply of food again. On July 24 "... the small steamer arrived, and only 

those who have suffered for food as we have can have any idea of our feelings." It was nearly too 

late for Robertson however, on shaving him they discover that he was "all turning black" (Fickett 

1885c: 68-70). Allen describes arriving back at Nuklukyet aboard the steamer to find " Robertson 

and John in critical condition from scurvy, and Fickett and Pete looking as though suffering from a 

severe sickness" (Allen 1887: 92). Fickett's journal highlights the slow deterioration of health, since 

his longing for food is made abundantly apparent. Given that all members endured hardship, the 

collective experience of survival in the face of adversity, and success where other explorers had 

failed, probably trumped the smaller frictions occurring during the trek.



Black Ink, Blue Ink: The Diary as Artifact

The transcription of Fickett's journal conducted for this paper is ultimately a transcription of a 

transcription. Fickett most likely transcribed his journal into the one used for this analysis shortly 

after reaching San Francisco, for sections of his journal were taken word for word and quoted in 

Allen's report, meaning he and Allen had most likely gone through it by then for all the valuable 

information it contained, including the readings on locations, temperatures and weather. And yet, it 

is also evident that the dairy—even as a secondary' production-remains a valuable artifact into 

Fickett's thinking. What Fickett wrote, and underlined, also indicated w'hat was important to him. 

Fickett wrote this journal in what appears to be black ink, however, since the initial writing, he later 

underlined sections and added marginalia in blue ink. While the time frame on the additional 

underlines and margin notes is unclear, it does indicate what he felt was important in his own 

journal, as the points he highlights are often the more interesting parts of the story, in addition, when 

compared to his original notes made along the trail, it becomes clear that he is also occasionally 

supplementing his original notes with his memories of certain events, providing a more detailed 

description. Moments of extreme hunger, the last of the food, or anything that he eats that is 

particularly disgusting all receive an underline. Both times he describes Allen being played out he 

underlines it (Fickett 1885c: 37, 46). "Ax" is written in the margin when he's attacked (Ibid.: 50). It 

is not only the immediately significant events that are underlined however. Me underlines "used my 

silk handkerchief for a flag," and jots nearly the exact same phrase in the margin. While this seems 

rather insignificant on its own, upon researching the artifacts Fickett brought back from the trip and 

kept until his death, there is a silk handkerchief which was given to him by his future wife Nellie 

Lord prior to his departure on the expedition and which he carried from start to finish. The



handkerchief remains attached to a slick as if it were a flag (Fickett Papers: Box 6) (Figure 3). The 

underlining is significant, and when supplemented with other artifacts and stories, the meaning he 

places on each line becomes clearer. It is worth mentioning, however, that Fickett employs different 

styles of underlining in places, at times underlining words (and often just a couple of letters) rather 

than a whole sentence or phrase. This could be indicative of how he does things; maybe the broken 

lines indicate his emphatic underlining of each word, lending more significance to a section. This 

occurs when Allen lies dowm and seems to give up, which seems fairly significant, but the broken 

underlining could just as easily be indicative of distracted underlining or something else entirely.

The possibility exists also that the different styles of underlining might have been performed by 

other readers of the diary, and possibly Allen himself in San Francisco. Yet, the consistency of 

underlying moments of hardship, coupled with the underline regarding his deployment of the silk 

handkerchief, strongly suggests that Fickett later reviewed his journal to identify the points of 

adversity and lightness that had the makings for a good story.

The comparison of Fickett's transcription with his original works also provides insight into 

his thoughts. The omission of certain details from the original journal in his transcription show that 

there were elements of his journal that he felt not worth keeping. These ommisions may be due to a 

sense of embarrassment at his own complaints, such as his possible frustrations with Allen (Fickett 

1885a: 25, Fickett 1885b: 9), or due to a sense of propriety, as is possible when he omits that Allen 

gave a sick girl a pill for constipation (Fickett 1885a: 18). While Fickett omits certain parts of his 

journal, he also supplements others w-ith detailed descriptions of events that take up only a line or 

two in his original journal. His observations of Native culture and the beauty of the region are 

substantially fleshed out in his transcription. While this may lead to a higher potential for 

inaccuracy due to the time gap between the events and his recording of them, they are still grounded



in the daily events of the journal. Some of the additions Fickett makes are perhaps to illustrate 

feelings he felt were not conveyed in his original journal to his satisfaction. When he is waiting for 

the steamer to come with food at Nuckluckyet, the notes in the original journal are understandably 

terse, perhaps due to his weakness at the time and the lack of anything significant to record when not 

travelling. However, in his transcription, although still fairly terse, he has included different 

descriptions of how hungry he was. for instance, in the transcription he says "How I would like to 

have some bread," (Fickett 1885c: 69) and for the same day the original says "Nearly crazy waiting 

for steamer"(Fickett 1885b: 15). Perhaps he felt that he needed to clarify how hungry he fell by 

making it more apparent in the transcription, but having both the original and the transcription 

provides a multi-dimensional picture of how he felt at the time, revealing the extent of his suffering 

in the moment and his view of it with the perspective of a few months time. The changes Fickett 

made in writing his transcription and the ways he highlighted it give insight into what he valued and 

wished to preserve of his trip.

Conclusions

Lt. Allen's official expedition report remains in many senses the definitive account of a military 

exploratory expedition conducted in the decades following the acquisition of the Alaska Territory by 

the United States. Fickett's journal entries, as explored in this paper, can nevertheless be seen to offer 

insight into the mental state of men dealing with great hardship, and as such offers a new perspective 

on the better-known Allen report. When these two documents are taken in context together, they

offer a deeper understanding of the Allen expedition and the cultures and landscape of Alaska in
v



1885.

The success of the 1885 expedition was evidently not assured, but Fickett's and Allen's 

accounts provide clues into why the expedition succeeded where others had failed. Ironically, one of 

the most significant factors in their success may be that they were starving for much of the trip. By 

constantly requiring help, the expedition might not appeared as intimidating as some of the previous 

expeditions. Since many Native cultures also have traditions of feeding guests, this also meant that 

the Allen expedition was—intentional or not—meeting cultural protocols by partaking of their hosts' 

food. Near the end of their journey Fickett describes an offer of food, stating "They wanted to cook 

us something to eat but we did not axcept-the first instance of the kind during whole expedition" 

(Fickett 1885c: 85). By accepting all offers of hospitality they may have been preventing tension 

between themselves and the people they passed. In addition, the often unmentioned Natives who 

accompanied them on the expedition no doubt knew the subtleties of interaction with different 

groups, and their very presence no doubt acted as a deterrent for violence reportedly meted out 

against earlier Euro-American explorers.

Fickett's journal is an extremely valuable resource in understanding the Allen expedition and 

should be consulted by anyone who wishes to understand the expedition in its entirety. The 

transcription of this journal into digital form, conducted as part of this project, will make it much 

easier to access this information in the future. That said, the value that can be found in viewing the 

pages of the actual journal is difficult to discount. The diary provides a record of endurance during a 

trying expedition, and this circumstance imbues the artifact with its own evocative power.
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May 1885

i  > Sfttnc (a Imle) Hour paste for breakfast.
Appear to be nearing the canyon where the 
river cuts through the mountains 
PM. Cold and showery. Shot an eagle, 
a goose and two rabbits. Course about 
E. NE Mid dist 11. miles

" W 1 27.65 46 41 [maybe -id] 10 cu st. 9. Pm
77 27.65 4? 39.5 10 cu st, 6 ,1m

Rained some during the night. Had rabbits 
\  and eagle straight for breakfast PM. Windy, 

cloudy with little ram. Remained in 
camp to repair boat. Went hunting but 
no rabbit. 27.58 43 39 10 sit 9 Pm
Passed mouth of a small stream coming in on left 

"Thu 28 27.78 43 38.5 4 cum. Sam.
Day Fair. Passed mouth of a large stream 
and very swift, coming in on the left. 

y! > Had, a little paste for breakfast, rotten and wormy 
v meat for dinner, rotten goose eggs and a 
V V little rtscfricc] for supper— each meal about 

1/4 of what we needed. Allen gave put 
about middle of PM . and we went into 

V \  \  V camp, Whole party about played out
27.94 41.5 38 10. ou st 9.30 PM

Shot 1 eagle l goose 2 rabbits [blue ink, written sideways in margin near top]

Paste for breakfast
rotten • wormy meat for dinner
rotten goose eggs, rice for supper
[3 lines written sideways near 28 entry, blue mk)

Allen gave out [written sideways in margin near bottom, blue ink]
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Figure 2. Map of 1885 expedition route. (Source:
http://www.akhistorycourse.org/articles/article.php7artIDM67, accessed January 29, 2014)

http://www.akhistorycourse.org/articIes/article.php?artlD=167
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Figure 3. Fickett's silk handkerchief. Archives and Special Collections Dept. Consortium Library': 
Fred Wildon Fickett Papers, Box 6. Photo by author.
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